Greetings Mayor and Council,

As part of the development of the proposed Vancouver Music Strategy, City staff are hosting a free, public conversation series, so Vancouverites can share their opinions to help shape the future of music in Vancouver.

Open to the general public, sessions will consist of a short presentation of the Vancouver Music Strategy, currently in development, followed by facilitated conversation to provide an opportunity for musicians, creators, and the community to give feedback.

The first session will be held on May 29 from 6 to 9pm at Matchstick Coffee Chinatown (213 E Georgia St). The second session will be held on June 26 from 6 to 9pm at Matchstick Coffee Fraser (639 E 15th Ave).

The Conversation Series will be held in addition to focused engagement sessions with members of underrepresented communities (including youth, Indigenous, Black, LGBTQ2S+, and artists of colour, among others) that are currently underway to help inform the final Vancouver Music Strategy report.

The Information Bulletin will distributed shortly.

Best,
Sadhu

Sadhu Aufochs Johnston | City Manager
Office of the City Manager | City of Vancouver
sadhu.johnston@vancouver.ca
604.873.7627

The City of Vancouver acknowledges that it is situated on the unceded traditional territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh peoples.